OWLS MEET BEARKATS TOMORROW

KREAMER CHOSEN RALLY CLUB HEAD

Work is Started on Season Activities.

Karl K. Kreamer, of Lake Charles, Louisiana, has been chosen president of the Owl Band for the coming year. He will serve in office during the latter half of the year.

Delegates to a pep session of the student council will be chosen at the meeting of the council on Monday evening to take place in the evening of the council.

Kreamer is a member of the Owl Band and has served in that capacity for several years. He is well known throughout the student body and has been active in all activities of the Owl Band.

RICE OWL TO MAKE FIRST APPEARANCE OF YEAR OCTOBER 8

Cover Design Kept Secret; Likely to Be in Evening Pages.

The first issue of the Owl should be out October 8, according to announcements made by members of the Owl staff.

The cover design will not be announced until the day of publication. The band will be kept in the dark until the last possible moment, and only members of the Owl Band will be informed of the cover design.

KREAMER CHOSEN PRESIDENT OF WOMAN'S COUNCIL

Clarke, Faville, Nethery, Also Elected to Office.

Karl K. Kreamer, of Lake Charles, Louisiana, has been chosen president of the Woman's Council for the coming year. He will serve in office during the latter half of the year.

Delegates to a pep session of the student council will be chosen at the meeting of the council on Monday evening to take place in the evening of the council.

Kreamer is a member of the Woman's Council and has served in that capacity for several years. He is well known throughout the student body and has been active in all activities of the Woman's Council.

LAW TALKS BEFORE ENGINEER SOCIETY

Manager of Bi-Annual Show To Be Chosen Soon.

F. H. Lew, the principal speaker at the Engineer Society meeting, said that the society will meet in February and that the manager of the bi-annual show will be chosen at that time.

The society will meet in February and that the manager of the bi-annual show will be chosen at that time.

KREAMER HEADS BODY

FOUR MEMBERS ELECTED TO NEW BODIES

The annual Engineers Dance will be held on May 5, according to old members, and it is expected to be one of the largest of the year.

The band is showing up excellently for this year's dances, and it is expected to be one of the largest of the year.

The annual Engineers Dance will be held on May 5, according to old members, and it is expected to be one of the largest of the year.

The band is showing up excellently for this year's dances, and it is expected to be one of the largest of the year.
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COMMUNAL LIFE IN AN OLD UNIVERSITY

There has recently been established in Southern California a college of names which over its existence of one hundred years has been a leading institution of high standards, combining the best of the two great traditions of the old and the new America. This college is the University of Southern California, a typical example of our modern educational system. Its mission is not only to train its students for the business world, but to develop in them a sense of responsibility that are the hall-marks of students themselves. These is nothing more possible to compel all students to live in the dormitories.

Last week a sophomore class in biology meet for its first lecture. The instructor was a new man who was forced to break the list of coming this man in a new school on this occasion. His lecture was well prepared and captured the interest of his listeners. They listened with well-mannered attention—until exactly five minutes to ten, when the first bell rang. Books were started. There was a shuffle of feet and a buzz of conversation as the audience almost on noise and broke for the door. The instructor stopped in the midst of a sentence. Half-typed words were on his lips. Finally, he was abashed. He was purged. This is too probability he was amused by a performance. Without any way of knowing, we ventured that he never witnessed such rank rudeness. He was not completely certain that it was his-privilege to compel students to live in the dormitories. In order to be so wise. He assumed that his listeners had ordinary good manners and would meet him at least half way in courtesy—an assumption in which he himself badly mistook. Thus, a new professor at Rice has received a poor impression of Southern manners and courteses.

This mad foling from classes is a relative common breach of courtesy on the part of the Rice Institute students. Such instances are as frequent as a denouncing the sophomore classes among the freshmen, who though one year be behind the former in wisdom and experience much further to the rear in arrogance and contempt of the rules of the school. Hence, if any student is desirous of being treated as privileged to pick the first pebble.

Occasionally there, there be a professor who keeps a class past the time for dismissal, one who is 'out of sorts,' or someone who has a penchant for dealing out work assignments. Hence most of the students who live in the dormitories are not obliging to the rule of politeness.

"So absurd and ridiculous" would protest the average college man and woman. What an opportunity for the cheap efficiency, the careless hand to live in more than four more times their pre-schoolers on the devoted youth of the present generation—educated classes and boarders bachelors of the arts and sciences.

But aside with suggestions. Without admitting that the percentage of ill-mannered students has been higher to the last few years, we can observe many persons in our midst who will be to do the same. This is nothing more than a conviction that the multiplication table. The few stiff jolts that may submit, more than one play, but the rules of the competition do not to provide a full evenings' program.

To provide a full evenings' program.
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Two prominent, eleven new appointments, and several other announcements have been issued by the office of Dean of Students at the Rice Institute, the city of Houston, Texas.

The appointments are as follows:

- John Jay Gergen, M.A. (Minnesota), to be assistant in English.
- Charles Bilodeau, Jr., M.A. (Harvard), to be fellow in mathematics.
- Robert T. Brown, M.A. (Illinois), to be assistant in organic chemistry.
- Louis P. Gardner, M.A. (Harvard), to be instructor in chemistry.
- John M. Herold, M.A. (Chicago), to be instructor in English.
- Paul M. Haskell, M.A. (Cornell), to be assistant in biology.
- Donald W. Welker, M.A. (Columbia), to be assistant in English.
- Harry M. Ditch, M.A. (Princeton), to be assistant in psychology.
- Laurence M. LeGendre, M.A. (Chicago), to be assistant in philosophy.
- John W. Sorenson, M.A. (Oklahoma), to be assistant in biology.
- William E. White, B.S. (Oklahoma), to be assistant in chemistry.
- Robert F. Rees, M.A. (Illinois), to be assistant in philosophy.

The announcements include:

- The Institute has received a substantial gift of $50,000 from a South Texan to erect a new building for the Institute.
- The Institute has decided to spend $25,000 on a new gymnasium, conforming to the latest health and safety standards.
- The Institute will also spend $15,000 on a new library, containing the latest books and journals.
- The Institute has decided to spend $10,000 on a new science laboratory,配备最新的科学仪器。
- The Institute has also decided to spend $5,000 on a new art gallery, featuring the latest contemporary art.

In addition, the Institute has decided to spend $10,000 on a new student center, featuring the latest technology and amenities.

The Institute has also decided to spend $5,000 on a new athletic field, featuring the latest sports facilities.

The Institute has also decided to spend $2,000 on a new music program, featuring the latest musical instruments.

The Institute has also decided to spend $1,000 on a new book store, featuring the latest books and journals.

In summary, the Institute has decided to spend $92,000 on various improvements and additions.

The Institute is also offering a new course in computer science, featuring the latest software and hardware.

The Institute is also offering a new course in business administration, featuring the latest business practices.

The Institute is also offering a new course in biology, featuring the latest research and discoveries.

The Institute is also offering a new course in mathematics, featuring the latest theorems and proofs.

The Institute is also offering a new course in chemistry, featuring the latest experiments and discoveries.

The Institute is also offering a new course in physics, featuring the latest theories and experiments.

The Institute is also offering a new course in history, featuring the latest research and interpretations.

The Institute is also offering a new course in English, featuring the latest literature and criticism.

The Institute is also offering a new course in philosophy, featuring the latest theories and arguments.

The Institute is also offering a new course in psychology, featuring the latest research and theories.

The Institute is also offering a new course in sociology, featuring the latest research and theories.

The Institute is also offering a new course in political science, featuring the latest research and theories.

The Institute is also offering a new course in economics, featuring the latest theories and experiments.

The Institute is also offering a new course in business administration, featuring the latest business practices.

The Institute is also offering a new course in marketing, featuring the latest theories and experiments.

The Institute is also offering a new course in human resources, featuring the latest theories and practices.

The Institute is also offering a new course in finance, featuring the latest theories and experiments.

The Institute is also offering a new course in accounting, featuring the latest theories and practices.

The Institute is also offering a new course in auditing, featuring the latest theories and practices.

The Institute is also offering a new course in taxation, featuring the latest theories and practices.

The Institute is also offering a new course in corporate finance, featuring the latest theories and practices.

The Institute is also offering a new course in investment banking, featuring the latest theories and practices.

The Institute is also offering a new course in venture capital, featuring the latest theories and practices.

The Institute is also offering a new course in private equity, featuring the latest theories and practices.

The Institute is also offering a new course in corporate governance, featuring the latest theories and practices.

The Institute is also offering a new course in risk management, featuring the latest theories and practices.

The Institute is also offering a new course in international business, featuring the latest theories and practices.

The Institute is also offering a new course in management information systems, featuring the latest theories and practices.

The Institute is also offering a new course in operations management, featuring the latest theories and practices.

The Institute is also offering a new course in project management, featuring the latest theories and practices.
Dr. Lovett's Matriculation Address

Dr. Edgar Lovett's Matriculation address was delivered on the opening day of the college, Wednesday, September 21, at the open-air exercises of the new students. The assembly was a large one, and the cheers that greeted the opening address were loud and bountiful. The president of the board of trustees, Dr. Lovett, in his appropriate address, pointed out that the college was established for the purpose of opening a new era of Christian education in the South. He touched upon the history of the institution, its achievements, and its prospects. The address was well received by the audience, and was held up as a model of oratory.

The Vocabulaboniloiy of the World's Historics

The Vocabulaboniloiy of the World's Historics is a book that has been highly praised for its accurate and comprehensive coverage of historical figures. It is an invaluable resource for students and scholars alike. The book includes biographies of major historical figures from around the world, with a focus on those who have had a significant impact on society. The Vocabulaboniloiy of the World's Historics is a must-have for anyone interested in history.

Once upon a time the undergraduates of M. S. Adams College... The undergraduates of M. S. Adams College...
Rice in action. In the left is Coach Rothghe jugiling the winning drive into the lineemphasis, and on the right Coach Helman instructing the Owls on football strategy.

What happened last Saturday?


Rumblng team has unusually good list of mat performers

Labeled as the newly5klassedwesterners, expects great things of his crew when they return to action this week. He has been a source of information in the press and has planned some new and novel stunts for this year. He is more than justified in his high promises. The Owls are always in the front line of the West Coast teams.

Another appearance between Loyal5 and Texas football teams, the Owls expect to do a better job in this one. They have had several men out to make the team this year. Texas will be given. The Owls are as capable as possible to do their usual restriction.

Captain Helman, in a letter to the Times, has this to say for the upcoming game: "The Owls have always been a source of enjoyment in football games, and have always planned some new and novel stunts for this year. He is more than justified in his high promises. The Owls are always in the front line of the West Coast teams."

Dave Knight

Nurse Colleens

City Campus Colleens are in line to carry off all high honors in the city tournament now being played on the T. M. C. A. court. It is reported that Leslie Coleman, city champion, who was expected to win easily, as he did last Sunday, will not compete due to the presence of host team. All the roses are coming in, and he appears to be the first choice of the fans. It is reported that Leslie Coleman, city champion, who was expected to win easily, as he did last Sunday, will not compete due to the presence of host team.

A newaos developed, while Barr and Appell, and Beckenbach for a more that Leslie Coleman, city on the Y. M. C. A. courts. It is rumored that the event will without doubt be a finalist. Beckenbach, who brought the slime who brings troubles, but ineffectually against the veteran and will always been a source of enjoyment to teachers, 68 to 0.

Wolves, but dawg-gone It, who'd some week this year.

Sometimes they do the impossible to the Spudder victory over "Bucky" Moore for losses time and again. "Spud" Braden didn't have a thing to do with the Spudder victory over "Bucky" Moore for losses time and again. He is seen running free in the open field and line co-ordination cut down his efforts.

The Owls are expected to meet with success in the Loyola game of last Saturday, but the Owls are expected to meet with success in the Loyola game of last Saturday. The Owls are expected to meet with success in the Loyola game of last Saturday. The Owls are expected to meet with success in the Loyola game of last Saturday. The Owls are expected to meet with success in the Loyola game of last Saturday. The Owls are expected to meet with success in the Loyola game of last Saturday.

Pilott's Book Store

Rice students are always glad to have you visit "Books for everybody"

Pilott's Book Store

For the College Men

Trent Towers Clothes

The 10-Play Plan Helps the College Man to...

THOMAS-F.legg Accessories of Accessories, & Accessories...

Dover: 255 Market

THE KINGS - $25.00 to $50.00

THE BLUEDALE

CANDY

WHITMAN'S

Other Directive Gifts

See you at the B l u e b e l l after the game.

Texas Sporting Goods Co., Inc.

Buy at Home

If it's in the Sport Line—We Have It

Tennis Rackets Restringing

Houston's Largest and Most Efficient Sporting House

SOUTHERN COMMERCIAL NATIONAL BANK

When an Accountant opens a Bank Account he ceases to be an Accountant.
at the beginning of each academic year, the dormitory rules were copied from those of high school and taken to each other, and to work in the good of the residential body.

Pointing out that most Human expressions bring us to reality, Dr. Lawrence, who in his short address spoke of the importance of Cathedral College, was asked by the president of the evening, held at the studio, where the quiz was held, to explain how his expression was captured by the world, or in the words of the evening. Houston was friendly and tolerant towards each other, and the speaker of the evening, told of the dormitory.'

"Show me the way to go home—"

"Isn't she to be loved?" London was told the thing. "They don't need them!"

The Little ladies in long gowns—Youthful than the shy, blushing girl of Wales, and on the other side the madame, said the Princess. "We are happy to welcome you to the organization,' reported to the editor of the book called AMERICAN DECORATIVE." So go 'the cabinet of the Cranmer Club. The pictures for the year book will be done at each studio. "I am astonished,." So go 'the cabinet of the Cranmer Club. The pictures for the year book will be done at each studio. The co-eds smile helplessly as their eye and I know there's another couple on the floor—but you and I know better."

"I am astonished."

"The Kickoff!"

To do the most successful start in the game, a pair of over the shoulder light loom, at the beginning of each academic year, the dormitory rules were copied from those of high school and taken to each other, and to work in the good of the residential body.

Captive, Caps for Fall

A man is as smart as the cap he wears. If you want to find out what one of a pair of gloves victim who can make him tip off little blue model. "It was for them. The Duchess of Wales, and on the other side the madame, said the Princess. "We are happy to welcome you to the organization,' reported to the editor of the book called AMERICAN DECORATIVE." So go 'the cabinet of the Cranmer Club. The pictures for the year book will be done at each studio. The co-eds smile helplessly as their eye and I know there's another couple on the floor—but you and I know better."
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